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By Deborah Yonick

Menswear is hailed as one of the bright spots in apparel several years running, with 
Spring 2013 shows in major fashion hubs debuting more collections to tickle men’s 
fancy. Bain & Co.’s latest market study describes “a strong men-ization of the market” 
the past two years, with menswear sales worldwide expected to reach $34.3 billion in 
2012, a 10 percent gain over 2011.

CO l O R T I C K l E S  ME N ’S  FA N C y

Even more exciting, sales for men's accessories, 

including bags, hats, scarves, shoes and jewelry have 

soared in the last year. Most notable has been a big 

hike in bracelet sales, say style experts, who hail it 

one of the strongest trends among young men. While 

leather, rubber and contemporary metals are trending 

in this category, there is strong demand for colored 

gemstones in the mix. Understated designs in classic 

styles with high quality gems resonate with men.

As male consumers take to style and fashion with the 

same gusto as their female counterparts, menswear is a 

growing priority for luxury and fashion brands. NYC-

based jewelry style consultant, Michael O’Connor, 

notes that smart designers and brands caught the news 

early that the men’s jewelry category was on the rise. 

He cites artists like Mark Schneider, Todd Reed and 

Alan Friedman as some of the leaders in this category. 

Even popular women’s brands like Bulgari, Gucci and 

Cartier are focusing on men’s jewelry. 

Iconic celebrities are influencing menswear trends, 

says O’Connor, who cites guys like Brad Pitt and 

Johnny Depp as harbingers of what’s to come. TV 

shows like “Boardwalk Empire,” where the cool 

characters dress with panache, have a big influence, 

as have male-oriented fashion blogs that make 

following fashion a sport. But while the youth market 

gravitates to more affordable materials like leather, 

hemp and shell, he says the direction of simplicity 

and unconventionality also is translated in designs in 

precious gems and metals. 

“Accessories give men more options to showcase 

their individuality and make a personal statement 

on traditional fashion,” describes O’Connor. “The 

recession has taught men that looking fashionable 

can be a key component to getting and keeping a job. 

Men are feeling more confident to experiment and 

realizing that they have more options, and it’s showing 

in sales.” M
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Art of Color

Bain & Co. credits the “men-ization” movement 

on a growing thirst for looks that blend fashion 

trends and sartorial quality. It’s no wonder 

classic accessories like cufflinks are stronger 

than ever, a great way for men to add a pop 

of color and personality, promotes New York 

City designer Jack Bigio. A two-time AGTA 

Spectrum Awards™ winner in the men’s 

division, Bigio is recognized for his extensive, 

and colorful cufflink collection featuring gem 

slices and cabochons including tourmaline, 

rutilated quartz, sapphire and ruby in 22K gold 

or platinum.

Demand for men’s jewelry is on the rise. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico artist Paula 

Crevoshay, who has crafted custom designs 

for men for over 30 years, is adding a lot more 

gent’s jewelry to her collection because she has 

a greater call for it. The AGTA Member designer 

says she sold a lot of men's jewelry for the 

holidays. Gold cuff links, unusual belt buckles in 

gold and bytriodal hematite, stickpins for lapels, 

and black and white diamond black tie sets. 

While Crevoshay plays with a broad spectrum 

of colors in her designs, the colors she tends 

to use for men are a bit more masculine. “I use 

blacks and rich greens, diamonds and opals, 

when introducing more color,” she shares, 

acknowledging that men can rock baby pink. 

“I’ve used many more colors, but when I’m 

building for a market, I feel these shades are 

more wearable for men.”

Typically, designs that appeal to men are not 

ornate, more understated. Yet this tendency does 

not preclude them from enjoying designs with 

colored gemstones, especially rich color gems 

like rubellite, tells designer Mark Schneider of 

Long Beach, California. A leader in this arena, 

Schneider is a nine-time winner of the AGTA 

Spectrum Awards™ in the men’s category. Some 

of the gems featured in his acclaimed designs 

are spessartite garnet, indicolite tourmaline, 

tanzanite, blue sapphire, ruby and black Tahitian 

cultured pearl.

Schneider cites a strong business in custom 

work for men. “We do a lot of rings and some 

cufflinks, primarily in platinum and palladium,” 

he shares. “Many men like the substantial weight 

of platinum, especially for rings. But some prefer 

a lighter material and opt for palladium. I enjoy 

working with these metals because they put a 

different spin on my product.” 

With four Spectrum Awards in the men’s division 

under his belt, three in one year, Beverly Hills 

jeweler Alan Friedman is another leader in this 

product category, which he promoted heavily 

during the holidays with hot new designer rings 

including styles set with crystal, rutilated or 

brown quartz or onyx in 18K rose gold and steel 

with open metalwork.

There’s also strong demand among male clients 

for rough diamonds, adds Schneider, particularly 

in cognac, brown and black because the look 

is organic and rugged, not glitzy. Sharing the 

sentiment, Boulder, Colorado designer Todd Reed 

says raw is totally tangible for a guy. “Men don’t 

want it so slick,” Reed says. “We craft designs 

that layer sheets of fine silver with pure gold to 

create an effect unattainable through casting. 

Adding to the cool factor, we set raw diamonds 

in rivets that emphasize the masculine allure of 

unconquered terrain.” Among his bestselling 

styles for men are pins, bands and dog tags.

Schneider and Reed acknowledge a greater 

openness among men to embrace different metal 

options for their hardware. Mark Melancon, 

contemporary metals manager for Stuller, says 

that primarily men lean toward carbon fiber 

inlays, black jewelry, and leather and metal 

mixed for wrist and neck. “The X/Y generation 

male customers tend to prefer contemporary 

materials as a base with precious material 

mixed in,” he describes. Most notable, adds 

Alix Gonsoulin, fashion jewelry director for 

the Lafayette, Louisiana supplier and AGTA 

Member, is the black and white trend, which is 

not just relevant for women. “A mix of black and 

white diamonds and onyx is a bestseller in men’s 

color fashion jewelry.”

Eric Jennings, men’s fashion director at Saks 

Fifth Avenue, told Men’s Week that the retailer’s 

men’s customer “is definitely more savvy than he 

was a year or two ago. He’s been going through 

a fashion renaissance so to speak and is much 

more comfortable with personal style, correct 

fit and accessorizing his look.” He anticipates 

tailored clothing will be strong in the coming 

seasons, with a definite desire to be different and 

special without being too extreme.p

Todd Reed raw Diamond cube dog 
tag in 22K and 18K yellow gold and 
sterling silver with patina.

Mark Schneider Designs Star 
Sapphire ring in platinum.

Stuller Carnelian, Mother of Pearl and 
Onyx cufflinks in 22K sterling silver.
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